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Dear Rebekah,

RE: The White Hart, White Hart Lane, Charter Alley, Tadley, Hampshire, RG26 5QA

Christie & Co were instructed to market the White Hart on the 4th of September 2015 and continues to
date. It was originally marketed on a freehold basis off an initial guide price of £895,000. Having run
the pub for over 30 years, the owners are looking to retire from the pub trade.

Introduction

Christie and Co are one of the most established pub and restaurant commercial agents in the UK with
offices all over the country. We are considered a market leader in the sector and consistently sell more
hospitality businesses than most of the other agents in the sector. Each agent is a specialist in their
area and have excellent local market knowledge. We operate via a high quality website and use a
number of marketing platforms to give our properties wide market coverage.

Property Information

The White Hart is a large, detached property set in its own grounds. Two extensions have been added
to the building in recent years. Phase 1 involved the addition of four letting rooms on the east side at
first floor level above the kitchen in 2002. Following the success of the first four rooms, phase 2, to the
rear, was built in 2004 to accommodate a further five letting rooms, resulting in a total of nine letting
bedrooms. The inside has over 100 covers throughout the two bar areas, snug and restaurant. The
letting rooms are a decent size and well decorated but could use some modernisation having not been
used for some time now. The bar and restaurant area are again well decorated, with enhanced
character features throughout but again could use some modernisation to suit current market trends.

The owner’s accommodation consists of four bedrooms, a lounge and bathrooms and is a very
comfortable space. The lack of kitchen and access only through the bar does create certain limitations.
It would be expensive to install a kitchen and means the owners must do all their cooking in the
commercial kitchen on the ground floor. The access to the accommodation through the bar means that
the rooms have limited alternative use.
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The property has a small rear garden and limited parking to the front and side. The orientation of the
building is a little awkward and the rear garden is directly adjacent to residential properties which
could cause an issue if the garden was busy or if evening events were being held at the property. The
parking is again disjointed with some room at the front and some at the side but it is quite limited,
meaning should business increase significantly it could well struggle. The site rises from the road
frontage to the rear meaning that the car parking is all on a slope and the garden is terraced, which
adds to the impracticality of the site. In a post covid market with a premium on outside space, the
property is likely to be left behind.

The property is located on the edge of a small village with extremely limited passing trade and a low,
albeit affluent population. These types of village pubs have been shown increasingly less support from
the locals in recent years and therefore rely on custom coming from further afield. Although the White
Hart is the only pub in the village, there are eight other pubs within a few miles radius.

Marketing activity

From the point of instruction the following marketing has been carried out: -
• A listing on the Christie and Co Website – 2,117 page views total
• A listing on Commercial Rightmove – total of 15,170 page visits
• Multiple email campaigns to our database of buyers (28 in total) – c.1500 recipients per

campaign. On average these were sent out once every 1-2 months to try and drive increased
interest.

• Third party advertising – October 2016 - advert in the Caterer magazine, June and September
2017 - quarter page in the Hampshire Chronicle, October 2017 – advert in the Publicans
Morning advertiser, May 2018 – another advert in the PMA, April 2018 – advert in the Caterer
and June 2019 – advert in the Hampshire Business magazine.

Please find a copy of the current sales details attached as Appendix 1.

It is worth noting that this property has had more external advertising than most of our listings due to
the length of time it has been advertised. It also came on at a time when we invested heavily in third
party print advertising.

As a result of the marketing process, the following interest has been generated:
• 24 expressions of interest/direct enquiries
• 14 formal viewings
• One formal offer, accepted, but deal fell apart as they could not secure funding.

Viewing schedule and accompanying feedback given

2015 – 1 viewing (location not suitable, lack of parking)
2016 – 3 viewings (location not suitable, turnover too low to facilitate funding, found a better option
closer to home)
2017 – 2 viewings (too destination, too much work required, garden too small)
2018 – 2 viewings (first viewing no feedback given, 2nd viewing an offer was made and accepted.
Proceeded for a while but fell apart as the owners could not secure funding) NB: they found an
alternative soon after and could raise the funds very easily as they were a good operator. Issue was
purely the fact the White Hart was seen as unviable by the bank.
2019 – no viewings
2020 – 2 viewings (garden too small, too much work required, better options available in the market)
2021 – 1 viewing (no return of calls for feedback)
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2022 – 3 viewings (too destination, no footfall, garden too small, not suitable for events, owners’
accommodation not suitable, too much investment needed)

The White Hart has always been advertised as a going concern pub, which is how we advertise all of
our open pub businesses. Alternative use operators did enquire but only with hopes to convert to
residential. We like to keep the emphasis on keeping the property as a pub. However, in my
experience if an alternative use angle is there then operators of these other sectors will usually
enquire. We did not receive any interest in conversion to retail, child care etc.

The property was also only ever advertised as a freehold opportunity and never as a leasehold. This
was suggested to the owners, but was not a viable option for them as they needed to release the
capital to buy an alternative property for them to live in, as the pub has always been their home and is
their main asset. It is unlikely due to their age that they would be able to get a residential mortgage, so
relied on the proceeds from the sale of the property. It would also be a higher risk move to lease the
property out to an operator as, if they failed, the owners would have no choice other than to move
back in to try and restore the business. This is not a reasonable prospect for them.

Price reductions

The initial price we went to market at was £895,000 in September 2015. This was reduced to £835,000
in January 2018 and then further reduced to £795,000 in January 2022.

There was an overall willingness from the owner to follow my advice and reduce the price to try and
increase interest and find a buyer. However, as the property is their main asset, they were,
understandably, keen to ensure they received the best price for it. My recommendations were based
on feedback given and price comparables from other pubs sold.

Although price is always an influencing factor in the sales process, we have sold other properties that
are of a similar size and turnover at a similar price. The primary feedback given was not related to price
but more the lack of viability of the property in the current market due to its location, lack of parking
and garden space. Attached as Appendix 2 are the sales details of a similar style property, The Jester in
Baldock, which sold for £795k and was producing less income than the White Hart. The difference was
this property had increased potential due to its location and outdoor space.

Notes on the marketing process

With almost seven years of continual marketing, the White Hart is my longest running instruction at
Christie and Co. It has been more thoroughly exposed to the market than any other property I have
listed and despite several price reductions and 14 viewings, it has still not sold.

The vendors have remained motivated to sell and have followed my advice to try and reach a sale.
They even accepted an offer below a level they were comfortable with to try and keep it open as a
pub/hotel. Regrettably however, the buyers lender was unwilling to provide them the funds as they
had little confidence that the pub was viable, and this was to a proven pub/hotel operator.

Below is some feedback from a viewing carried out in January this year and is typical of the response I
got following a visit.
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Hi Tim

Thanks for showing me around last week. The size of the property was good and well laid out.

A few negatives for us on discussing with my wife.

• Lack of garden
• Residents very close to the property
• £150k spend to bring it up to standard. Very tired.
• Complicated private residential solution

If you come across anything else that might work, then happy to receive details but I am afraid
we will need to pass on this opportunity.

The property has been invested in during the last couple of years to try and make the pub more
appealing to viewers. This included new flooring and lighting in the bar, refurbished toilets and new
garden furniture. Normally this kind of investment would attract increased interest and offers but
regrettably the negatives still outweighed the improvements made by the owners.

Following each price drop, we would receive a flurry of new interest but regrettably the location,
required investment, lack of parking and garden space all meant that we did not receive any further
offers, it was consistently seen as unviable in the current market.

My analysis

Despite the current global situation, the pub market has remained relatively buoyant with sales this
year staying strong so far. The increased cost of living/operating is however starting to have an effect
and consumers are starting to think more carefully on how they spend their money. Disposable income
has been reduced so visits to pubs/restaurants are usually one of the first things that gets reduced.

Overall however pubs are still performing well but the lower rung properties that were struggling pre
covid are now suffering more than usual. Feedback from operators tells us that the cost of operating is
starting to have an impact with gas/electric prices going through the roof as well as staff shortages that
continue to plague the industry.

The White Hart has been fully exposed to the market during the several years the listing has been
going on. From the C&Co website, to Rightmove, to email campaigns, to third party magazines and
websites, not to mention the hundreds of calls I have made personally trying to sell the pub as a going
concern. They have all failed so far to sell the property. The feedback from the viewings confirms that
the retention of the property as a public house is no longer practical, desirable or viable.

The pandemic has also had a big impact on the pub market. It separated the strong, viable pub
operations from the ones who were simply holding on. Many businesses in this sector are now thriving
but the ones on the periphery who could get by with a few regulars and some passing trade can simply
no longer continue. The exponential increase in the cost of operating in recent weeks/months has only
exacerbated this issue.

I believe the White Hart formerly had a place in the market, perhaps 10-20 years ago when the pub
sector looked different to it does now, but the years of feedback and lack of offers clearly show the
business is no longer viable for a new owner and other options for the property should now be
considered.
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Appendix 1 – The White Hart Sales Particulars



The White Hart Ref: 4850010

White Hart Lane, Tadley,Hampshire,RG26 5QA

Freehold: £795,000

Well established pub/restaurant

Picturesque village location

Nine letting bedrooms

Bar areas 50, restaurant/function 52

Four bedroom owners' accommodation

Energy Rating D

christie.com



Description
The White Hart is a large detached property of brick construction under a
pitched tiled roof with an extension to the rear. The pub is set in its own
grounds of approximately half an acre, with the original building dating back
to the early 19th Century.

The extension was added in 2004 by the current owners, which allowed the
addition of the nine letting bedrooms.  The Ɛrst Ƒoor of the main building
provides spacious four bedroom owners' accommodation which has seen a
recent refurbishment.

Internal Details
The inside of The White Hart is sectioned into several areas including two
bars, a large dining room with exposed beams, a family room and a ‘snug’,
totalling to over 100 covers.

The space has great potential and allows for a number of layout options
which could be altered, depending on the ongoing plans of the new owner.
The letting bedrooms have their own entrance from the rear car park with a
reception area, allowing guests easy check-in.

The property also boasts a well equipped trade kitchen with good quality
equipment and separate preparation and wash up areas. There is also a
basement level beer cellar and separate dry store, as well as ladies and gents
toilets and oƒce area.

Location
The White Hart occupies a prominent position in the picturesque village of
Charter Alley in North Hampshire. The property lies approximately Ɛve miles
to the north west of Basingstoke and draws much of its business from here
and the surrounding villages.

Junction 6 of the M3 is six miles to the south of the property allowing easy
access and provides additional business from other local towns such as
Farnborough and Winchester.

External Details
The White Hart is set on its own plot of land and has front and rear parking for
a total of circa 30 vehicles. There is ample on street parking to the front of
the property as well.  There is also an attractive beer garden to the rear with
landscaped borders and benches for customer use.



The Opportunity
The White Hart has a reputation in the area as a quality eating and drinking
establishment that is frequented by locals, as well as visitors from the
surrounding towns and villages. The pub has been listed in the Good Beer
Guide for 25 consecutive years.

Letting Accommodation
The White Hart has nine en suite letting rooms which are currently set up as
double rooms. All rooms have WiFi, high deƐnition TVs and tea and coƏee
making facilities.  The letting rooms were added in 2004 and provide an
additional lucrative revenue stream to the business. Room bookings are
mainly driven from the corporate market mid week and leisure market on
weekends.

Owner's Accommodation
On the Ɛrst Ƒoor of the property and consists of four bedrooms, two en suite,
a separate bathroom and a lounge.

Fixtures & Fittings
We are advised that most of the Ɛxtures and Ɛttings will be included in the
sale, with the exception of a few personal items, which the owner would like
to keep.

Trading Information
The current owners have scaled back the operation to suit their lifestyle
representing a signiƐcant opportunity for a new owner to increase revenue.
Accounts available to seriously interested parties.

Business Rates
The Rateable Value is £12,000 for the year commencing April 2010. Current
rates payable are zero.

Regulatory
Premises Licence.



These particulars are a general guide to the property and are not to be relied on as statements or representations of fact. Purchasers should instruct professional advisers and rely on their own
searches, enquiries and inspections regarding the property and any associated business. Neither Christie & Co nor any employee is authorised to give any representation or warranty regarding
the property. Christie & Co for itself and for its client gives notice that: (a) these particulars are made without responsibility on the part of Christie & Co or the client and do not constitute any
part of an oƏer or contract; (b) Christie & Co has not conducted a detailed survey or tested services, appliances or Ɛttings; and (c) any dimensions, Ƒoor plans and photographs provided are for
indicative purposes only. January 2022 christie.com

Customer Due Diligence Checks
The Money Laundering, Terrorist Financing and Transfer of Funds (Information on the Payer) Regulations 2017 (as amended) require us to conduct due
diligence checks upon all purchasers. When an oƏer has been accepted, the prospective purchaser(s) will need to provide, as a minimum, proof of identity and
residential address; if the purchaser is a company or other legal entity, then any person owning more than 25% must provide the same. These documents must
either be handled and copied by a Christie & Co employee, or certiƐed copies be provided.

Contact
No direct approach may be made to the business. For an appointment to view, please contact the vendor's agent:

Tim Widdows
Business Agent - Hospitality
T:+44 118 402 1652
M:+44 7795 037 676
E:tim.widdows@christie.com
Reading

Christie Finance is an independent Ǝnance broker recommended by Christie &
Co. For full information on the Ǝnance options available for this business or any
other, please call 0344 412 4944.

For full information on Christie Insurance please call 03330 107189
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Appendix 2 – The Jester Sales Particulars



The Jester Ref: 4850107

116 Station Road, Odsey,Baldock ,SG7 5RS

Freehold: £795,000

Pub and restaurant with rooms

Bar/lounge (55), conservatory (32)

2 function rooms (120 & 30)

11 en suite letting bedrooms

One bedroom manager's Əat

Attractive beer garden and on site parking. Energy Rating D

christie.com



Description
This large, attractive property is set within its own grounds in a visible
roadside location.

The property has been modernised by the current owners who have
established a well run business in a desirable location, close to several
transport links.

Further information on the business can be found at
www.thejesterhotel.co.uk

Location
The Jester is well placed in the picturesque hamlet of Odsey, just oƏ the
A505, close to the Hertfordshire/Cambridgeshire border.

Nearby towns include Royston and Baldock. The property is also immediately
adjacent to Ashwell and Morden railway station, making it extremely
convenient for guests staying at the property who are travelling on to
another location.

Internal Details
The property comprises a bar area (55), conservatory (32), two function
rooms (120 and 30), ten well presented en suite letting bedrooms, a large
commercial kitchen with separate wash up area, ample dry storage and
ground Ƒoor and a separate basement beer cellar.

StaƎ
The property is currently run under management, as well as several full time
part time staƏ. The transfer of these staƏ will be applicable under TUPE.



Fixtures & Fittings
We have been advised that all of the Ɛxtures and Ɛttings are owned outright
and will be included in the sale.

Letting Accommodation
Eleven en suite letting bedrooms, all well decorated and equipped.

The rooms attract business year round, with many corporate guests during
the week and leisure guests at weekends.

The rooms are running at a c.65% occupancy rate with an average room rate
of £85 per night bed and breakfast for a standard double room.

External Details
The property has a large and well maintained trade garden to the rear with
space for c.100 covers. There is also a car park to the side of the property for
c.15 vehicles.

Owner's Accommodation
A well decorated and comfortable manager's Ƒat is on the Ɛrst Ƒoor of the
property containing one bedroom, bathroom and a kitchen/lounge

The Opportunity
The business operates as a traditional pub/restaurant with additional income
coming from the letting rooms and function areas. It oƏers a consistent level
of quality service, ensuring its continued popularity amongst the local and
visiting guests.

Sitting in an excellent location, the business beneƐts from many tourists
visiting the surrounding areas, as well as a steady stream of corporate guests.

The business is in an excellent position to be taken over by an owner
operator or an investor to be run under management.

Business Rates
Rates payable of c.£15,000 per annum.

Regulatory
Premises Licence.





These particulars are a general guide to the property and are not to be relied on as statements or representations of fact. Purchasers should instruct professional advisers and rely on their own
searches, enquiries and inspections regarding the property and any associated business. Neither Christie & Co nor any employee is authorised to give any representation or warranty regarding
the property. Christie & Co for itself and for its client gives notice that: (a) these particulars are made without responsibility on the part of Christie & Co or the client and do not constitute any
part of an oƏer or contract; (b) Christie & Co has not conducted a detailed survey or tested services, appliances or Ɛttings; and (c) any dimensions, Ƒoor plans and photographs provided are for
indicative purposes only. July 2021 christie.com

Customer Due Diligence Checks
The Money Laundering, Terrorist Financing and Transfer of Funds (Information on the Payer) Regulations 2017 (as amended) require us to conduct due
diligence checks upon all purchasers. When an oƏer has been accepted, the prospective purchaser(s) will need to provide, as a minimum, proof of identity and
residential address; if the purchaser is a company or other legal entity, then any person owning more than 25% must provide the same. These documents must
either be handled and copied by a Christie & Co employee, or certiƐed copies be provided.

Contact
No direct approach may be made to the business. For an appointment to view, please contact the vendor's agent:

Tim Widdows
Business Agent - Hospitality
T:+44 118 402 1652
M:+44 7795 037 676
E:tim.widdows@christie.com
Reading

Christie Finance is an independent Ǝnance broker recommended by Christie &
Co. For full information on the Ǝnance options available for this business or any
other, please call 0344 412 4944.

For full information on Christie Insurance please call 03330 107189


